
Orthography.

The consonantal system, as the accompanying table shows,

is comparatively simple for the Edo language proper
;
pro-

nunciation varies from tribe to tribe, as the comparative

vocabularies show, but the differences cannot be adequately

indicated ; in the Ishan country, for example, it is more

guttural than in the Edo country ; and it was impossible to

map them out systematically in the short time at my disposal

The chief points to be noted are as follows* :

—

(a) In Edo and some of the other languages (t) is some*

times pronounced with the tip of the tongue on

tlie roof of the mouth, as in ta, an interjection ; d

pronounced in the same way is hardly dis-

tinguishable from r, as in e rh u ni u d i a d i a , butterfly

;

in a certain number of words p and b are

pronounced in a way that nialvcs them almost

indistinguishable from w and m ; they are possibly

inspired, as is the case in the Wano language

(Agenegbode), but are more probably pronounced

with " mouth breath."

(5) F and v are always pronounced with lower lip and

upper teeth, w with both lips. X and j are the

soft sounds heard in Scottish loch and North-

German Tag
; y is retained in its ordinary

* Unless otherwise stated the language referred to is Edo (Bini).
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134 EDO GRAMMAR.

signification as a matter of convenience ;
scien-

tifically the sound which it represents is a variant

of those shown by y and y.

(c) E is formed in the same way as in English without

trill ; a variant of it is r, almost identical with d

;

rh is slightly trilled and sounded almost as if h

precedes.

(d) L and n are almost indistinguishable, as in elimi.

The vowel system is less easy ; it is as follows :

—

e o

^ —

a

A is as in father, ^ as in madame (Fr.)
; §, q, e, §, are open

and of diminishing length, e is closed, as in name
; g, 5, q, are

open and of diminishing length ; is closed : ^ is between

o and u.

Ai, ei (rare), oi, au, are always diphthongs. Veiy rarely

the u soixnd is heard.

A, §, i, Q and u are nasalised.
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